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“Self-Portrait VI”, one of the modules of Aest-Ethics: Self-Portraits ()
– Włodzimierz Borowski’s text-based work which presents a summary of
the successive stages of his artistic development – ascribed him the role
of a registrar conducting an inventory of his own artistic output, who
refrains from an ongoing and pervasive “littering of the world” with art-
works, instead constructing out of his own works the “instruments for
research into human behaviour”. This effigy responds, as the text explains,
to the “environmental” phase of Borowski’s biography, oriented towards
creating spatial arrangements which were aimed at questioning the extant
conventions of the presentation and reception of art and endowed with
the character of social interaction.

The emergence of such a formula for artistic practice within the devel-
opment of Borowski’s oeuvre coincides with the decision he made around
 to include mirror in the stock of materials used for the construction
of his objects. What this decision implied was the gradual abandonment
of the model of artwork which had been decisive for the construction of
his “Artons”, mixed-media objects conceived by him in terms of self-
contained and quasi-organic entities – involving in some cases the element
of movement – dismissive of the illusory depth of painting. By assembling
the rectangular pieces of mirror with the range of ready-made materials
in the new, emerging works, which he called “Maniluses”, he neutralised
the organic metaphor operative in the Artons and situated these works at
the furthest remove from the conventions of painterly composition.
“Cheap labels and other props”, Borowski wrote in his Mirror Manifesto
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published in , “are not chosen with any special intention and their
relationships are neither subject nor content.” These elements, inter-
spersed with and at times reflected in mirrors, served as a reminder that
a mirror “does not claim to be a so-called ‘work of art’, to which it
remains opposed.”

It was at this stage in his work that Borowski pushed to the extreme his
object-oriented formula for art-making – a formula which ascribed to the
object the status of an autonomous and self-organising structure. The
aim of “exterminating the object”, as manifested in the Maniluses, was
intended to create the effect of “the highest degree of disorder”, taking
Borowski’s oeuvre beyond the existing conventions of artistic represen-
tation. This decision, reflective of the broader context of artistic trans-
formations taking place at that time, situated Borowski at the crossroads
of artistic experimentation. As he commented on the perspectives which
this opened up, “A further consequence was to deal with what there is
– not to create – and in this way, the human being became an object of

 Włodzimierz Borowski
with prisms, 
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my experiments and games.” In this essay, I will reflect upon the ways in
which Borowski’s practices, aimed at revealing the nature of art, involved
the transformation of the traditional model of receivership.

The process of art and human behaviour

The body of works constructed by Borowski between  and  tes-
tify to his growing interest in the notion of “anti-nature”. During this
time, the organic structure of the Arton gradually mutated in his practice
into the increasingly entropic arrangement of the Manilus; the functional
unity of elements in the former was replaced, step by step, by the incoherent
cluster of elements in the latter. As Borowski wrote in his unpublished
notes of , “When reflecting the constituent parts of the Arton, the mir-
ror induces a visual aspect of the Arton’s inorganic character (its lack of def-
inite edges).” What is specific, for example, to his Arton with Brooch
(unidentified, ?) is the “introduction of a fairground-like disorder
and an element of mimicking the viewer with pieces of mirror”. He con-
tinues the description of this work as a “little shell in a plastic coffin”.

The realm of anti-nature that Borowski anticipated, which he identi-
fied with the symbol “ARI”, was assumed by him to be unknown and
still to be discovered, to be revealed in a series of experiments conducted
using artistic means. He decided that “The experiences which are help-
ful to me in understanding what ari is will be called arits. Each experience
that is closer to ari will be called arit, while an experience that is closer
to nature will be called arton.” The term “arit”was conceived by Borowski
as the unit of disorder; he considered the possibility of indexing each of
his Artons with the number of arits in their titles. Each of these experi-
ments consisted of an “attempt at breaking apart the natural composi-
tion”. When conducting them, he was motivated by his reflection on
the way in which “a man would paint in an anti-gravitational field. Would
his vision, in the state of weightlessness (within the longer span of time,
of course), change, and the sense of composition along with it?”

Borowski’s use of mirrors in his environments and the Maniluses he con-
structed no longer constituted, as interpreted by the critic Jerzy
Ludwiński, “works of art in the traditional sense of the word”. Lacking
a definite shape and employed for the purpose of making the “object
unreal and the illusion real”, the mirror provided a glimpse, in Borowski’s
view, into the changeable and multi-dimensional space of artistic process.





“It is the instrument”, he wrote with a certain wit, “designed to switch
our awareness to the reception of non-quotidian matters.” Inserted into
the structures of Borowski’s environments, mirror surfaces challenged
the habitual modes of perception, entangling the viewer’s gaze into a
labyrinthine network of reflections. Borowski’s environment entitled nd
Syncretic Show (fig. , ), presented at the Foksal Gallery in Warsaw,
replaced the traditional exhibition model – structured as a linear pro-
gression of works exposed to the passive consumption of the onlooker –
with a dynamic arrangement of mirrors suspended vertically on strings
from the ceiling, some of them swinging or rotating, set in motion by elec-
tric fans placed on the floor, with the effect of polarising the figures of
the author and the onlooker in a process of accidental and oblique
exchanges of glances. Denied an access into the exhibition space, the
viewers – positioned opposite the artist, who was hidden amongst the
mirrors – were exposed to his gaze and, additionally, blinded by flashing
lights. In its staging of the integrity of the creative process, this environ-
ment problematised the very notion of receivership.

 Włodzimierz Borowski,
The nd Syncretic Show,

Galeria Foksal,
Warszawa, 
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The arrangement of the nd Syncretic Show (fig. ) was consistent with
Jacques Lacan’s conception of an anonymous and elusive gaze fleeting
across the field of vision as a remnant leftover from the initial experience
of plenitude – the pre-symbolic domain of iridescence – out of which a
subject of perception emerges in the process of psychical development.

As the psychoanalyst and playwright Antonio Quinet remarked, such a
pre-existence of the gaze, as proposed by Lacan, is “correlated with the
given-to-be-seen of the subject”, that is to say that the “gaze predis-
poses the subject to the passive attitude.”

It is precisely the passive attitude, habitually taken by a viewer when
submitted to the institutional gaze of an art gallery, that Borowski played
with in his nd Syncretic Show. His use of mobile pieces of mirror and
other means of sensual persuasion involved depriving the viewer of the plen-
itude of vision and the resulting awareness of being exposed to manipu-
lation. The discomfort of receivership imposed on the viewer in this work
was aimed at activating his sensitivities – making him alert to the process
of art. The work posed a challenge: instead of providing the public with

 Włodzimierz
Borowski, The nd
Syncretic Show, Galeria
Foksal, Warszawa, 
Photo © Eustachy
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the Museum of Modern
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art objects to consume, it suggested that taking part in a process of art
requires an effort – contrary to the message inscribed in the state cultural
policy of the socialist era. This effort, however, was balanced by a special
kind of compensation – as Borowski observed much later, the use of mir-
ror introduces a “fascinating enigma” and provides an access to “reality
which is not experienced in a common attitude.”

The confrontational stance of the nd Syncretic Show brings to mind
Rosalind Krauss’s analyses of the theatrical aspect of th century sculp-
ture. In her book Passages in Modern Sculpture () she describes the
transformations of kinetic sculpture of the late s and early s in
terms of a “subtle shift of gears from the position of the sculpture as the
explicit actor in a kinetic performance” to the position of the “environ-
ment of sensuous alertness, one that theatricalises the room to the point
where it is the viewer who is the actor in question.” No longer the sole
agent of transformation, endowed – in analogy with the human figure –
with an internal structure that “affects its outward appearance”, the new
work established dynamic tensions between the mobile elements dis-
tributed throughout the space.

“The drama in motion”, Krauss writes, “is one that the spectator com-
pletes or bestows on the assembled work, his participation enacting in
large scale or explicit gesture the ‘subliminal activity’ which the work
suggests. The sculpture makes the viewer complicit with the direction
of its ‘journey’ through time; in being its audience, he becomes, auto-
matically, its performer.”

As the antecedent of this kind of practice, Krauss indicates the backdrop
curtain designed by Francis Picabia for the ballet Relâche (), which
periodically blinded the audience with unexpected flashes from the 
spotlights mounted on it. As Krauss writes, “the move made by the Relâche
decor is completely unprepared for, dramatically or narratively; it is unmo-
tivated and gratuitous. It disrupts the spectator’s idea that he is to be given
some measure of control over the events on stage by knowing how to
anticipate the direction the action will take.” According to Krauss, this
results in the watcher being “physically incorporated into the spectacle, his
dazzled vision is no longer capable of supervising its events.”

The “abruptness and attack” involved in the functioning of the Relâche
curtain links it to the optical mechanism set in motion by Borowski in the
nd Syncretic Show. The latter work likewise questioned the model of an
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artwork as an organic unity, conceived as the optical counterpart of the
integrity of the human subject. Once involved in the structure of
Borowski’s environment, the perceiving subject becomes, in a way, decen-
tred, as his integrity is challenged by the ongoing interplay of “people’s
reflections, pulsating lights, clicking switches”. In line with the diag-
noses posited by Krauss, the viewer of Borowski’s work loses his status as
the “conceptual agent of the temporal unfolding of the event”, as he is
confronted with the inflow of disorientating stimuli. The tool, both in a
physical and conceptual sense, for this problematising of the notion of
subjectivity is the mirror.

The resistance of Borowski’s mirror works to operations of decoding
ties in with the concept of the ready-made. Like the ready-made, these
works are programmatically deprived of authorial intention, thus inscrib-
ing the viewer’s interpretation in the movement of oscillation between
the perception of the object made “unreal” when reflected in the illu-
sory depth of mirror and the optical illusion made “real” vis-a-vis the
reflected object. According to Krauss, when we make attempts at a for-
mal decoding of the Duchampian ready-made, we are denied access to
the psychological space of its author and return to the “same perception
of it that we had when we perceived it as ‘merely’ a commercial object”.

By initiating the circular movement of interpretation, the ready-made is
intended to explore the process by which a work is endowed with mean-
ing by the onlooker – to “scrutinise the act of aesthetic transformation
itself ”.

In spite of his relative indifference to the issue of the commercial sta-
tus of artworks (at least at that time), Borowski, through his Maniluses
and environments that embraced them, seems to have established an anal-
ogous pattern of reception. He required the viewer to take a reflective atti-
tude to the mechanism of transference, as it is described in Lacanian
psychoanalysis, by depriving the figure of the artist the privileged status
of a “subject who is supposed to know”. Duchamp himself considered
mirror as one of the tools for projecting the four-dimensional figure into
three dimensions. In Borowski’s hands, mirror became the tool for “com-
promising” the given model of art and for providing fragmentary insights
into the multifaceted and changeable process of art. Calling into question
the traditional notions of artwork and authorship, his use of mirror shifted
emphasis from the idea of the artwork as a finished and self-contained
product to a more open conception of the work as a kind of score for the
audience’s behaviour. Borowski described his nd Syncretic Show as the
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“instrument I use to investigate people’s behaviour”, elsewhere defin-
ing the show as an “instrument for provoking art”. The conflation of these
two statements provides a glimpse into the nature of his artistic strategy:
in Borowski’s view, straining the conventions of receivership and making
them oppressive for the viewer is identical with creating the conditions
for participation in the process of art. What that participation involved was
the direct, sometimes violent, confrontation with the truth of artistic
process – the revelation of its temporal aspect. As Borowski wrote in a note
from :

“Art exists and time exists.
Art exists in time and time exists in art.
A time-measuring instrument makes us aware of the existence of time,
a work of art makes us aware of the existence of art.
A time-measuring instrument is not identical with time, a work of art
is not identical with art.
In order to experience art, one has to want it.
[…]
The truth of art is in its agreement with time.”

Borowski associated the idea of avant-garde with a criticism of the ossi-
fied conventions of art-making. He grounded his acts of criticism in the
principle of reduction, progressively embracing the nature of painterly
composition in his Informel paintings, the structural properties of a
painterly work – its flatness and rectangular shape – in his subsequent
Artons, the organic coherence of an object in his Maniluses and the sep-
arateness of an assemblage vis-a-vis the onlooker in his environments.
Each medium he adopted contained the germ of its transgression. As
Jerzy Ludwiński commented retrospectively on the syncretic aspect of
Borowski’s practice, the artist’s aim was to “pin together things as differ-
ent as an exterior shape conforming to a definite style and the memory
of something that no longer is – or will be but is not yet.” In his state-
ment entitled “The Art of Disgrace and the Disgrace of Art” (),
Borowski endorsed this structure of artistic transformation based on a
“future in the past” with the conviction that “the only theory that could
be artistically creative is relativity, an open model, like a highly sensitive
appliance capable of registering the most minute changes.” He also
claimed that an “artist creating new concepts cannot prove them by apply-
ing earlier principles, which automatically become useless.”





Rooted in the experience of Informel painting, Borowski’s method
relied heavily on the notion of unformed material. Andrzej Kostołowski,
in his article “Substance” (), traced the origins of Borowski’s critical
attitude to his early abstractions, which, in his opinion, “contain trivial
effects, ‘too’material or, in the end, breaking compositional ‘rules’ (which
are reduced to mechanical operations).” Each of Borowski’s subsequent
artistic acts of criticism seems to draw consequences from the inherent
properties of the material utilised, whether that material is the densely lay-
ered and at times cracked surface of his paintings, synthetic substances
in his Artons or enriched by mirror in his Maniluses and environments.
In this respect, his practices bring to mind Robert Morris’s conception
of process, which was oriented towards the “search for the motivated” in
the artist’s interaction with a range of substances. Ludwiński reflected on
Borowski’s dependence on automation when he described, in , the
kinetic aspect of his Artons as illustrative of a “cybernetic conception of
art”. Both Ludwiński and Kostołowski commented on the expanding
and all-embracing nature of Borowski’s criticism. In Kostołowski’s words,
“Turning his back on ultimately defeated schemes, Borowski looks for such
areas for his actions which would allow for acts of discrediting of a more
totalising character, and which would refer to the broadly understood
borders between art and reality.”

Considerations of substance versus breaking
the conventions of exhibiting art

Borowski’s shift to environments also seems to have been necessitated by
the consideration of matter which manifested itself in his Informel and
structural paintings. The origin of this development has been suggested by
Mariusz Tchorek in his essay “In Search of the Third Dimension”, in
which he describes Tachist painting in terms of a synthesis of component
parts inscribed in the compositional pattern of late geometric abstraction,
analogous to the kind of synthesis proposed by Kazimir Malevich in his Black
Square with regard to the component elements of Cubist composition.
According to Tchorek, Tachist composition generalises the multiplicity
of geometric forms and replaces it with a solidified layer of paint. In his
view, Borowski radicalises this practice by endowing his paintings with
an object-like character that Tchorek considers to be indicative of the
third dimension. What he finds significant about Borowski’s work is that
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he distributed three-dimensional elements protruding from the surfaces of
his paintings according to the compositional principle of late geometric
abstraction – the principle of symmetry.

Accordingly, the arrangement of elements in Borowski’s two environ-
ments – the st and th Syncretic Shows (), which were both intended
as a retrospective survey of his experiments to date, presented, respec-
tively, at the BWA Gallery in Lublin (figs.  and ) and the Krzysztofory
Gallery in Cracow – adhered to the principle of symmetry.

Ludwiński considered the simplified – symmetrical – structure of
Borowski’s compositions as symptomatic of his growing disregard for
the formal aspect of a work. Tchorek saw the symmetrical structure of
the geometrical abstraction painting as the “limit case”, or ultimate
expression, of painterly composition in general. It is no wonder, then,
that it was the symmetrical structure of Borowski’s Triptych (fig. , )
which governed the distribution of his own works in the st and th
Syncretic Shows.

 Włodzimierz Borowski and “Manilus” within The st Syncretic
Show, Galeria BWA, Lublin, . Photo © Eustachy Kossakowski
archive at the Museum of Modern Art in Warsaw





 Włodzimierz Borowski, “Artons” against theTriptych, fragment of The st Syncretic Show,
Galeria BWA, Lublin, . Photo Eustachy Kossakowski
© Eustachy Kossakowski archive at the Museum of Modern Art in Warsaw

 Włodzimierz Borowski, Triptych, , oil on board, Muzeum Lubelskie in Lublin
© Włodzimierz Borowski/Muzeum Lubelskie in Lublin
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Borowski’s Triptych has been interpreted as representing the final stage
in his struggle against optical illusion in painting. Graphic elements
imposed on the surfaces of its component parts – curves and lines – sit-
uate themselves in a dynamic tension with the paintings’ outer edges,
drawing out their optical depth to the level of the literal surface of the
work. These elements seem to be markers of an energy which condenses
the paintings’ optical depth into a mass of painterly substance protruding
from the central area of the composition. Curved legs, indicative of the
infrastructure supporting the mass of substance, evoke associations with
Marcel Duchamp’s Chocolate Grinder, inscribing Borowski’s exploration of
substance within the Duchampian tradition.

The function of mirror constructions – Maniluses – included in both
the st and th Syncretic Shows stands in analogy with the role of graphic
components visible in the Triptych. Reflecting examples of Borowski ear-
lier practice which were included in these exhibitions, they seem to stage
a critical distance with regard to the principles of construction of both his
paintings and Artons, exposing their conventional character. It is as if
they inverted the internal space of process, as announced by the Artons,
turning it inside out and transforming it into the space of perception.
Marking the limits of this space, they strove to provide it with the char-
acter of an unpredictable process and heralded the rise of another kind of
material for art-making – the public.

The vertical mirror constructions included in the first monographic
exhibition of Borowski’s works at the BWA Gallery in Lublin, which
was retrospectively given the title of the st Syncretic Show (), con-
siderably complicated the structure of traditional models of presentation
by establishing relationships between works that were not determined
by the code of linear narration. The works’ symmetrical, mirror-like
structure of exposition additionally increased this ambiguity. As Borowski
described his own role in this Show, “I felt as if I were staying in a huge
vessel or flask. Where things were destroyed, bubbling, twinkling, mov-
ing, resonating, smelling. A new compound had been created inde-
pendently of my will. I only had to help in its creation.”

A similar sense of an autonomous process compressed within the lim-
its of the gallery space was evoked by the th Syncretic Show () presented
at the Krzysztofory Gallery in Cracow. This exhibition gathered together
paintings, Artons and Maniluses that had been included earlier in the st
Syncretic Show, with the addition of elements from the environment cre-
ated for the nd Syncretic Show, including flashing lights, whose pulsating





rhythm endowed the whole arrangement with its own temporal structure.
The th Synthetic Show continued the concept established in the earlier
arrangements, which the art critic Maciej Gutowski describes in this way:

The conception [is] of an exhibition which enacts its effect as a whole
[…]. Borowski includes the viewers in a kind of action unfolding in
time. The passing of time is structured by the mechanical switching on
and off of lights. He includes his earlier paintings in the show. Also
his objects, or rather quasi-objects constructed, assembled from […] dis-
carded banal objects. Wherever he makes use of objects, he suspends
their function, joins them together, but at the same time exposes them.
[…] He does not create works of art. He does not create anything that
could suggest permanence and constancy, unless permanence lies in
this repetitive switching on and off of lights.

Both the st and th Syncretic Shows questioned the model of the exhibi-
tion as secondary to the artwork, anticipating assumptions on the theory
of place which were being discussed concurrently within the milieu of the
Foksal Gallery and were presented by Mariusz Tchorek at the Symposium
of Artists and Scientists held in Puławy under the title Art in the Changing
World in . The environment structure proposed by Borowski chal-
lenged the hierarchic model of “exposition” aimed at exposing key
moments in the artist’s oeuvre; he treated the gallery space as a “vessel”
in which the artist “discovers art” – taking on the role of catalyst of the
artistic process and refusing to take complete control of it. In a way, he
turned the gallery space against itself, juxtaposing the linear order of time
with the multidimensionality and unpredictability of the process. At the
time of the st Syncretic Show, Borowski remarked, “Instead of retro-
spective exhibition, there emerged a syncretic show. And the thought
that ‘art is not created, but discovered’.”

A presentation of this kind allowed for the use of diverse media, the
involvement of different senses and invited the operations of chance.
Consequently, Andrzej Kostołowski defined the syncreticity of Borowski’s
shows in terms of a lack of respect towards the autonomy of separate
genres, which permitted the inclusion of sound elements and their
extended duration, “like a spectacle in time”.

The model of the environment as an all-embracing and virtual space
of the artistic process was violently renounced in the th Syncretic Show:
Sensitising to Colour (fig. , ), which was staged at the OdNowa
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Gallery in Poznań. This performance, which embraced Borowski’s triple
act of drilling holes in place of the eyes in his own photographic por-
trait, doubled the figure of the author and effectively released him from
the role of raison d’être of an artwork so that he could allow the stage of
creative process to be demarcated by the coordinates of the environment.
The kind of personality split involved in this performance inscribed the
figure of the author in a chain of mirror reflections, investing him with
a fictitious character. The beams of light which pierced the space out of
the drilled eye sockets – coloured blue, yellow and red in each consecu-
tive portrait – seemed to announce the recovery of light imprisoned in
the optical space of painting.

Borowski’s text “Sentences”, published in the catalogue of the th
Syncretic Show (fig. ), provided the conceptual background for the per-
formance and signalled the possibility of expanding the visual experi-
ence to embrace “all the luminous material that our eyes are able to
absorb”. Referring to experiments conducted in the field of “concrete”
music, which used pre-recorded sounds as a compositional resource, this
text postulated the creation of an “optical instrumentarium”, which
would make it possible to enrich the stock of the visual material of art.

OWNREALITY (), P. POLIT

 Włodzimierz Borowski, The th Syncretic Show: Sensitizing to Color, Galeria
OdNowa, Poznań, . Photo © Jerzy Nowakowski
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The discovery of light dispersion provides the possibility, according to
Borowski, of creating “pure plastic arts”, to “dismember art into parti-
cles and inscribe them in the order of time”. He also stated that “light
waves and sound waves are the elementary particles of music and visual
art. They are governed by time.” His “Sentences” neutralised the status
of the artwork as an object of aesthetic delectation and associated it with
the notion of an optical instrument and the score for visual composition
“occurring in time and operating with light only.”

Also included in the th Syncretic Show catalogue were photographs of
optical devices – lenses and prisms – emphasising the shift of Borowski’s
attention to the problematic of optical experience. Two of these shots –
photographed by Tadeusz Rolke – show Borowski’s face equipped with
such devices – in the first image, a large lens covers his eyes and part of
his face, while in the second, prisms are held close to the pupils of his eyes
(fig. ).

These images can be interpreted as metaphors for the fullness of visual
perception, whose recovery Borowski postulated in “Sentences”. The
photograph of the prisms, in particular, connected his interest in optical

 Włodzimierz
Borowski, cover
of the catalogue
The th Syncretic

Show - Sensitizing
to Color, 





technology with the idea of the stereopticon, which would make it pos-
sible to experience the visual spectacle of the process of art.

Borowski’s Coda to the th Syncretic Show (fig. , ), presented at
the Współczesna Gallery in Warsaw, provided the former work with
“another solution – more elegant, less emotional, of normal [psycho-
logical] pressure”. Ridiculing, once again, the figure of the author, this
installation approximated the idea of the fullness of perception which
was activated by the act of drilling in the th Syncretic Show. It is pertinent
here to quote at length from Janusz Bogucki’s description of Coda:

On entering […] the viewer was stopped by a thicket of electric cables,
with small colourful lights flickering here and there. Within this tan-
gle was installed an object resembling a machine, with a slot and a sign
saying “insert” and a peephole with a prism inside. Taking a look inside
one could see what was situated to the side rather than in front of the
peephole: a large photographic portrait of the artist, holes bored in its
eyes, with green light oozing through them. Further on, above dark-
coloured boxes resembling coffins, one could see through the tangle of
cables a gigantic rhomboid shape, a monument or altar resembling

 Włodzimierz Borowski, Coda to the th Syncretic Show, Galeria Współczesna,
Warsaw, . © Włodzimierz Borowski
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honey comb in its structure. It was made from yellow and orange plas-
tic bowls, each with a tiny bulb inside. Tens of bulbs hidden in the
altar-like shape turned on and off as in the mesh of wires, filling the
darkness and the space with the life of colourful lights, following a
score Włodek composed for them.

The presence of the “machine with a slot” in Coda is not confirmed by
the remaining photographs of this environment; what they feature,
instead, are stereoscopic glasses attached directly to the light-emitting
portrait. The use of prism in this optical apparatus would logically have
followed the principle of the th Syncretic Show, intended, as its subtitle
has it, to foster “sensitisation to colour”. This construction seems to sig-
nal a new status for the author: his replacement with a stereotyped image
evoking associations with an empty shell, exposed to public view in the
author’s absence. The optical deviation it stages, between the act of
peeping at the artist’s portrait and the perception of the flickering rhom-
boid structure resembling a multiple-eye lens, may have served the pur-
pose of strengthening the effect of the direct and multi-sensory
experience.

With the th Syncretic Show and its concluding Coda, Borowski seems
to have begun to implement the idea of a “complete human being”,
which he later described in his essay Confession V (). In this text, he
defines the notion of an artist not in terms of a “profession”, but in terms
of his “capacity to ‘reflect’, to approach the upper layers of being – to per-
ceive its whole complexity, all of its registers.” It is only an artist of this
kind, in Borowski’s view, who is able to recognise his own status as the
reflection of the richness of being – of what “there is”– who approximates
the idea of humanity.

A leap into the conceptual

Borowski’s methods of questioning the conventions of a retrospective
exhibition, employed in the st and th Syncretic Shows and subsequently
in the complex structure of his Playing Field (figs. -, ), evoke a
more general context of his artistic strategy which consisted of “playing
with time”. In his personal notes, he reflected on the nature of the rela-
tionship between art and the passage of time:





“The conflict between an artist and a society is based on the fact that,
even though an artist – like the average recipient of art – wants to
prolong his presence, the spectator is afraid of “the new”, which does
not let him forget about both time and its “passing”. By creating “the
new”, the artist does not allow time to overtake him”.

Borowski’s description of the th Syncretic Show is indicative of the gen-
eral ideological contexts of his oeuvre in the years between  and
 – a scene that embraced a “guy who is wrestling with time.” The
functioning of this scene is linked to the radical re-evaluation which took
place in Borowski’s way of thinking in the mid-s. By adopting an atti-
tude that was “particularly disloyal towards art”, which was, according
to Jerzy Ludwiński, based on a methodical exposure of the “rules of the
game” and attempts to “take those rules to the level of absurdity”,

Borowski triggered a process of “shifting the weight of the genre from what
was earlier considered a work of art onto the hitherto margin of artistic
assumptions and manifestations of creative consciousness.”

The challenges with which Borowski confronted the recipients of his
shows are complementary to the process of the critical re-evaluation of
the status of the author. His methodical “mishandling of his role as a

 Włodzimerz Borowski, Taint Pubes, Galeria pod Moną Lizą,
Wrocław, . Photo © Michał Diament
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demiurge” from the early s – when he constructed his quasi-organic
objects – translates in his later practice into the gradual reduction of the
artistic means which serve to reveal the creative process. The th Syncretic
Show – The Offering of a Furnace () had already associated Borowski’s
actions with the function of the mirror, exposing the pretentiousness of
the industrial and ideological framework of the Symposium of Artists
and Scientists in Puławy. The act of negating the traditional idea of author-
ship in his th Syncretic Show opened the way for Borowski to connect the
concept of a complete human being with the idea of the fullness of per-
ception. By identifying the audience with “material” in his “anti-hap-
pening” Taint Pubes (a pun on “paint tubes”, , figs.  and ) – a
project presented at the Pod Moną Lisą Gallery in Wrocław (run by Jerzy
Ludwiński) – he made the audience, to quote the statement read by
Ludwiński on this occasion, “not only the main element of the artwork,
but also its sole recipient and arbiter”.

The gallery display anticipated by the compositional score for Taint
Pubes consisted of a number of photographs, taken by Tadeusz Rolke at
a previous event, portraying visitors to the gallery. The photographs were
arranged on a string running along the perimeter of the gallery space by

 Jerzy Ludwiński reading
Włodzimierz Borowski’s
statement in the latter’s
Taint Pubes, Galeria pod
Moną Lizą, Wrocław, .
Photo © Michał Diament
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another artist, Zdzisław Jurkiewicz. By recognising themselves in the
photographs at the exhibition opening – in the physical absence of the
author – the visitors were declared to acquire, in Borowski’s statement read
out by Jerzy Ludwiński, the status of a changeable and dispersible substance
of art. Detaching themselves from their effigies – in a manner analogous
to Borowski’s own act of detachment from his photographic image in
the th Syncretic Show – and leaving the gallery space, they were autho-
rised, or, quite the reverse, invited to realise their human potential and
implement their capacity to achieve the state of fullness of perception in
the immediate environment of everyday life. Trespassing the parameters
of the “show”, Taint Pubes included recipients in the sphere of the artis-
tic process, leading, according to Ludwiński, to “the consecration of real-
ity which this work embraced”.

This act of nominating the public as the material for art marked an
important advancement in Borowski’s considerations of the artistic process.
It associated the methods of investigating it with the notion of a perfor-
mative act. Borowski seems to suggest in his Taint Pubes that sensing the
reality of art involves, in some way, becoming one with it. This work
was an efficient attempt at pushing art beyond the limits of the art insti-
tution, probably the first of its kind in the tradition of Polish avant-garde.
By staging the removal of the figure of artist from the scene – reducing
his role to the function of initiator of the process –Taint Pubes also placed
equal emphasis on the scenario for action as its actual enactment, thus relat-
ing Borowski’s practice to the idiom of Conceptual Art.

In the work he produced between  and  – in parallel with
other Polish artists involved in the Conceptual movement – Borowski
gradually dismantled the traditional notion of an artwork as an
autonomous and coherent whole. He strove to reject the burden of artis-
tic conventions and preconceptions, which he held responsible for the
distortion of artistic messages. Borowski’s choice of mirror as an art
material reflected his search for a “medium” which would be the most
transparent and neutral for communicating an artistic idea. Concurrently,
in Jerzy Rosołowicz’s work, the cell-like structure of his painterly works
was replaced by the repetitive pattern of reliefs constructed out of lenses.
These objects, hanging freely in the gallery space, seem to merely crop
the fragments of their most direct environment and continuously regis-
ter all the changes occurring within it. For Rosołowicz, an artwork
reduces itself to the rectangle of its frame and accumulates all the incom-
ing information from the surrounding reality. Likewise, Borowski’s
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Maniluses register a continuity of unencoded and constantly changing
reflections of reality provided by mirrors.

The tendency to reduce and neutralise the visual aspect of a work, result-
ing in its transformation into a linguistic sign, manifests itself in Borowski’s
Formula (), in which two symbols, “+”and “-”made from strips of mir-
ror reflect the multiplicity of events occurring in the surrounding envi-
ronment. This work echoes the idea of a “singular point” in art proposed
by Jerzy Ludwiński, according to which the content range of a work of
art is proportionally opposite to the degree of its formal complexity.
Ludwiński claimed that “art may be concerned with reality as a whole and
at the same time its form may be reduced almost to zero”. In this way, a
work of art, understood by Ludwiński as an “artistic fact”, should be char-
acterised by maximum conciseness and an economy of means for the trans-
ference of even the most complex, sometimes even illogical, message.

The gradual elimination of the physical substratum of the work – by
limiting it to a gesture or an action concept – attracted Borowski’s atten-
tion to the problem of documentation. Eustachy Kossakowski’s photo-
graphs of the first four Syncretic Shows highlight the performative dimension
of Borowski’s spatial arrangements and the intensifying aspect – in his
oeuvre – of playing with the traditional notion of the author. Photographs
taken by Tadeusz Rolke already constituted elements inherent to the
structure of the th Syncretic Show and Taint Pubes. In the second half of
the s, Borowski used photographic images and verbal records as the
conveyors of information, thereby bringing his practice closer to the for-
mula of Conceptual Art. Nonetheless, he did not make a fetish of doc-
umentation as a new artistic medium. A series of photographic portraits
of Borowski, printed first as positive images in Facts I (), then in their
negative version in Facts II () – which feature him placing his signa-
ture on a large piece of paper, each time signing with a different first
name – undermines the status of the author, sanctioned by tradition, as
a source of artistic statement.

The invitation to the th Syncretic Show (), sent out by Gallery A
in Gniezno, announced the fictional figure of Antoni Barańczyk as author
of the works. The efficient dispersal of the author’s identity was com-
pleted in Exposition of One Work (), which documented a joint action
undertaken by Włodzimierz Borowski, Jan Świdziński and Krzysztof
Wodiczko. In this work, the artists took photographs of themselves in
the urban space, following an established principle of allowing ever-
greater distances between themselves until they reached a point at which





they were unable to differentiate their figures on the camera’s focusing
screen. In the context of this work, Borowski wrote:

“I have entered a certain narrow art trend commonly named Conceptual
Art” – already quite trivialised – in order to verify to what extent and
how long I will be able to linger within it, whether I will be able to
be the field of artistic action, rather than its cause. Is there a set of ele-
ments within me which may trigger a creative event without my “pro-
fessional participation”?”

The artist as the field of artistic action

Borowski’s environment entitled Playing Field () was the third instan-
tiation of his method of disturbing the linear narrative of the retrospective
exhibition – an attempt, after the st and th Syncretic Shows, at de-histori-
cising his own oeuvre (figs. -). This arrangement, comprising  works
(as specified in the exhibition list) from -, also evoked the idea of
an artist who, when creating the new, struggles with time. “You may have
realised”, the artist (presumably) said in a speech delivered at the exhibition
opening, “that the Playing Field is creation. The players consist of time and
the artist. […] We play with time, and we sometimes happen to win, and
this self-delusion of winning is creation.” This work seems to have con-
stituted the full implementation of Borowski’s notion of anti-nature which
he coined in ; it featured a conception of artwork as an open and
incoherent structure in which the viewer – in the absence of the author –
is expected to engage performatively, both physically and mentally.

It is useful here to describe the paradoxical status of this environment
in greater detail. Its symmetrical structure recalls the underlying arrange-
ment of elements employed in the st and th Syncretic Shows, with, how-
ever, a significant difference – it is no longer the optical space of the
Triptych which established the internal dynamics of the environment’s
structure, but rather its inside-out reversal of the optical depth of painting
into the illusionistic space of mirror reflection. While placing his Window
Threadoid, a remnant from the th Syncretic Show – Taking off a Hat ()
– during which Borowski conducted the symbolic execution of a painterly
work – at the forefront of the Playing Field, he ultimately deprived it of the
status of the space of authorial intention. Seen from the floor from the
perspective of the Window Threadoid – represented as a window frame
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 Włodzimierz Borowski, Playing Field, Galeria Współczesna, Warszawa, 
Włodzimierz Borowski archive. Photo © Witalis Wolny/Włodzimierz Borowski

 Włodzimierz Borowski, Playing Field, Galeria Współczesna, Warszawa, 
Włodzimierz Borowski archive. Photo © Witalis Wolny/ Włodzimierz Borowski
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with the window wide open and its glass panes broken – the Playing Field
operates as an agglomeration of incoherent elements, whose unity is pro-
vided by the interpreting activity of the onlooker. It turns out to be the
space of the literal absence of the author, or the author’s double removal
from the environment space, with his status emphasised by the replacement
of the optical apparatus employed in Coda with two identical photographs
of Borowski from the th Syncretic Show.

In his concise description of the Playing Field’s structure, Borowski spec-
ified the works’ relationship with gravity as the principle guiding their
positioning within the exhibition space. According to this document, he
placed them in three zones: ) the “‘Natural’ zone – works whose com-
position was conditioned by the law of gravity”, ) the “‘Neutral’ zone –
works indifferent to gravity” and ) the “‘Active’ zone – works which
change their compositions and sense when shifted away from the vertical.
These works include moving parts.” The only remaining photographs of
this installation reveal the presence of the label marked “Natural zone”,
placed to the left of the entrance. The location of the other two labels, if
there were any, is unknown. Provided with this information, we could
tentatively group together Borowski’s Threadoids, Maniluses, collections

 Włodzimierz Borowski, Playing Field, Galeria Współczesna, Warszawa, 
Włodzimierz Borowski archive. Photo © Witalis Wolny/ Włodzimierz Borowski





and the Styrofoam remnant from rd Syncretic Show – Storeroom in the
“Natural” zone, his paintings and photographic images in the “Neutral”
zone and his Artons in the “Active” zone.

Straight white lines drawn on the gallery floor, visible on the photo-
graphs, also seem to introduce some kind of order into the arrangement of
works. This order, however, does not quite cohere with the classification
of works provided by Borowski’s text; the works we tentatively included in
the Natural and Neutral zones are situated on both sides of the diagonal line
crossing the length of the exhibition space, while those we included in the
Active zone are positioned along this line. The pattern of white lines seems
to invite viewers to draw their own connections between the works, trans-
ferring the process of perception of the Playing Field into the mental domain.

Also included in the Playing Field, among numerous other traces of
Włodzimierz Borowski’s previous artistic activity, was the arrangement of
bowls which constituted the rhomboid structure included earlier in the
Coda to the th Syncretic Show. With a reduced number of elements in this
work, some of which hung loosely from the gallery wall and spread onto
the floor, this arrangement does not really reflect the idea of the fullness
of perception which emerged in the th Syncretic Show. Did it signify
Borowski’s abandonment of the idea? The only remaining photograph of
the process of installing the Playing Field exhibition presents Borowski
lying on the gallery floor among the elements of this piece (fig. ). What
is he contemplating? It is the suggested role of the reader of this text to
answer this question.

 Włodzimierz Borowski
within the Playing Field,
Galeria Współczesna,
Warszawa, 
Włodzimierz Borowski
archive © Włodzimierz
Borowski
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The following text is the expanded version
of a paper delivered at the conference
Włodzimierz Borowski: Works and Recons-
tructions held at the Museum of Modern Art
in Warsaw, - November .

 Włodzimierz Borowski, “Aest-Ethics: Self-
portraits”, in Włodzimierz Borowski: Traces
-, ed. Jarosław Kozłowski, exh. cat.
Centre for Contemporary Art Ujazdowski
Castle, Warszawa , p. .

 The term “Manilus” is derived from fusing
the first letters of the two words of the title
MANIfest LUStrzany [Mirror Manifesto].

 Borowski, “The Mirror Manifesto”, in
Włodzimierz Borowski: Traces -, ,
(note ), p. . Published for the first time in
Artony i Manilusy Włodzimierza Borowskiego,
exh. cat. BWA Gallery, Lublin, .

 Ibidem.
 See Borowski, Pole gry – Galeria Współczesna,

in Włodzimierz Borowski: Pole gry, exh. cat.
Współczesna Gallery, Warsaw, , p. .

 Ibidem.
 Borowski, untitled notes from , manu-

script, archives of Włodzimierz Borowski.
 Ibidem.
 Ibidem.

 Ibidem.
 Ibidem.
 Jerzy Ludwiński (-) was an art critic

and one of the leading figures of artistic life
in Poland in the socialist era. A theoretician
of Conceptual Art, he ran the Pod Moną
Lisą Gallery in Wrocław (-).
Ludwiński was a close friend of Borowski
and a frequent commentator of his works.

 Jerzy Ludwiński, untitled, in Artony i Manilusy
Włodzimierza Borowskiego, exh. cat. BWA
Gallery, Lublin, , n. pag.

 Borowski, Mirror Manifesto,  (note ).
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The Storeroom () presented in Puławy,
which was described by Borowski as a “quag-
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for itself ”. Borowski, Pokazy synkretyczne po
latach. Impresje, manuscript, undated, archi-
ves of Włodzimierz Borowski.
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mother-child unity after it had been dis-
turbed and interrupted by the operation of a
signifier. It functions as a lost object – an
“object a”, a scrap of the real – excluded
from the screen of representation, as struc-

tured by the operations of language, yet
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Jacques Lacan, The Four Fundamental Concepts
of Psychoanalysis [], ed. Jacques Alain-
Miller, trans. Alain Sheridan, Penguin Books,
London and New York, , in particular
the chapter “Of the Gaze as Objet Petit a”,
pp. - (original French title: Le Séminaire.
Livre XI. Les Quatre Concepts fondamentaux
de la psychanalyse).

 Antonio Quinet, The Gaze as an Object, in
Richard Feldstein, Bruce Fink, Maire Jaanus
(eds.), Reading Seminar IX: Lacan’s Four
Fundamental Concepts of Psychoanalysis, State
University of New York Press, Albany, ,
p. .

 Ibidem, p. .
 Józef Bury, “Kreowanie pustki – romowa z

Włodzimierzem Borowskim”, in Opcje,
No. /, .

 Rosalind Krauss, Passages in Modern Sculpture,
The MIT Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts
and London, England, , p. .

 Ibidem, p. .
 Ibidem, p. .
 Ibidem, p. .
 Ibidem, p. .
 Borowski, Pokazy synkretyczne po latach.

Impresje, undated (note ).
 Krauss, Passages in Modern Sculpture, 
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 Ibidem, p. .
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p. .
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the chapter “On the Subject Who is Supposed
to Know, of the First Dyad and of the Good”,
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 Borowski, note in two versions – manuscript
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